Named sequences for Tamil clearly states how SHRII conjunct has to be formed in Tamil fonts,
http://www.unicode.org/Public/UCD/latest/ucd/NamedSequences.txt
TAMIL SYLLABLE SHRII; 0BB6 0BCD 0BB0 0BC0

The base letter, SHA in SHRII conjunct is evident:

\[
\text{śa} \quad \text{śra} \quad \text{śrī} \quad \text{śrī}
\]

This formation of SHRII conjunct in Tamil script can be shown in the Tamil section of the Unicode
Standard. Also, a statement like the one below will make the font developers become aware of the
correct sequence to use for SHRII conjunct in Tamil. The statement is:

It is encouraged to use TAMIL SYLLABLE SHRII; <0BB6 0BCD 0BB0 0BC0> for Tamil SHRII
conjunct in input editors. <0BB8 0BCD 0BB0 0BC0> sequence for Tamil SHRII is
deprecated.

Thanks,
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